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ABSTRACT

This project involved designing and manufacturing a cost efficient device that will retrain the
leg muscles of paralysis patients. This project aimed to develop a more economic design for
paralysis patients to retrain their muscles and feeling of walking in their legs at a lower cost
then what’s on the market today. Our group was able to make the device adjustable and
comfortable for the patient to use easily. This project also made the device move in a precise
way to simulate the human gait walking motion. According to the United States Census Bureau,
as of 2002, 18.1 percent of Americans had a disability and 11.5 percent of those disabilities
were severe. These severe injuries can be accredited to a multitude of causes. Paralysis, the
loss of motor function of a limb or limbs, can be attributed to some of these causes such as
stroke, brain trauma, and spinal cord injury. In New Zealand, more than 82,000 new Claims
and 17,200 ongoing claims related to ankle injuries were made to the Accident Compensation
Corporation (ACC) in the 2000/01 year, costing an estimated 31.8 million New Zealand dollars
and making ankle related claims the fourth biggest cost to ACC Additionally, neurologic
injuries like stroke, traumatic brain and spinal cord injuries are also leading causes for ankle
disabilities. In the United States, at least 750, 000 incident and recurrent strokes occurred with
the prevalence rate being about 200 to 300 patients per 100,000 inhabitants in 1995 . However,
the biggest effect on patients with ankle disabilities.
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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION
Paralysis, the loss of motor function of a limb or limbs, can be attributed to some of these
causes such as stroke, brain trauma, and spinal cord injury. A patient’s rehabilitation regimen
depends mainly on the severity of their disability. These exercises range from walking on a
treadmill to the bending of their fingers. Sometimes however the paralysis is so severe that the
patient cannot support their own body weight or lift the weight of their limbs. In the past, these
cases were handled by using one or two physical therapists to hold the patients up and assist their
motions manually. They also employed a technique that allowed the patients to try their
movements in a pool. This was so that it weight of the limbs would seem less due to the support
of the water .The major problem with these standard rehabilitation techniques is that the
percentage of motor function that is recovered is poor. According to the Journal of Rehabilitation
Research & Development the percentage of mobility recovered is somewhere between thirty and
sixty-six percent.

In New Zealand, more than 82,000 new Claims and 17,200 ongoing claims related to
ankle injuries were made to the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) in the 2000/01 year,
costing an estimated 31.8 million New Zealand dollars and making ankle related claims the
fourth biggest cost to ACC Additionally, neurologic injuries like stroke, traumatic brain and
spinal cord injuries are also leading causes for ankle disabilities. In the United States, at least
750, 000 incident and recurrent strokes occurred with the prevalence rate being about 200 to 300
patients per 100,000 inhabitants in 1995. However, the biggest effect on patients with ankle
disabilities and their family members is usually a result of long-term impairment, limitation of
activities and reduced participation. Traditionally ankle injuries are rehabilitated via
physiotherapy and however evidence suggests that without sufficient rehabilitation 44% of
people will have future problems ambulation is markedly compromised re-injury prevalence is
high; and approximately 38% of people will have recurrent activity limitations affecting their
function, Furthermore, during a rehabilitation Treatment, cooperative and intensive efforts of
therapists and patients are required over prolonged sessions.
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This project focuses on the design of a device to help longtime bedridden patients
complete their daily leg rehabilitation training while lying in bed a stationary gait and ankle
trainer system was developed to provide neural-rehabilitative treatments aimed at recovering
walking abilities in post-stroke patients.
Strengthening of any muscle group requires careful Planning and a systematic progression from
less challenging to more challenging exercises. The demand of a particular exercise can be
influenced by the plane of movement, effects of gravity, speed of motion, base of support, and
type of muscle contraction.
Clinicians should consider these factors when designing and implementing strengthening
exercises for the gluteal. An appreciation of this muscle group’s anatomy and function also
deserves attention. Gluteal anatomy and function the gluteus Maximus (GMax) is the largest
muscle of the hip accounting for 16% of the total cross-sectional area. It has several anatomical
landmarks, including the ilium, sacrum/coccyx, and sacrotuberous ligament as an origin. Eighty
percent of the GMax inserts into the iliotibial band; the remainder inserts in the distal portion of
the femur’s gluteal tuberosity.
Research is being done so that robotics can be incorporated into the patient’s treatment. These
robotic rehabilitators are responsible for an increase in the overall recovery of the patents
mobility in their affected limbs. They are able to support the patient’s weight and assist in their
limb movement with minimal interaction from the therapist. An example of this would be the
rehabilitation device that is being worked on at the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago (RIC).
This device is helping paralyzed patients regain their ability to walk. This robotic device could
be the conventional tool in two to five years and forever change how the therapists retrain
patients with paralysis to walk. The Swiss-manufactured robot, called the Lokomat, delivers
power to the hip and knee joints of the patient, whose legs are strapped to the machine. The
patient is hanging over a treadmill with a certain amount of their body weight supported by a
harness. The Lokomat uses the power that is given to the hips and knees and allows the patient to
simulate a walking motion.
Where we see a problem with these types of devices that are being developed is that they
are very large and expensive machines. They seem to be only available in hospitals and not able
to be used at the patient’s home or at their convenience.
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Our goal is to make a device or devices that will be able to retrain a patient’s motion but have
them be able to use the device themselves and have it be cheap enough for them to afford
without much debt.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the University Of Miami School Of Medicine
have made significant strides in developing treatments for paralysis patients. Engineers at MIT
have announced their success with a robotic brace that helps people with paralysis retrain their
muscles to regain movement in their limbs. Researchers reported an average of 23%
improvement in arm function after testing the therapeutic device on patients.

1.1 Objective
This project involved designing and manufacturing a cost efficient Device that will retain
the leg muscles of paralysis patients. This project group developed a more economic design for
paralysis patients to retrain their muscles and feeling of walking in their legs at a lower cost then
what’s on the market today. The group was able to make the device adjustable and comfortable
for the patient to use easily. The group also made the device move in a precise way to simulate
the human gait walking motion.

1.2 Motivation
A patient’s rehabilitation regimen depends mainly on the severity of their disability.
These exercises range from walking on a treadmill to the bending of their fingers. Sometimes
however the paralysis is so severe that the patient cannot support their own body weight or lift
the weight of their limbs. In the past, these cases were handled by using one or two physical
therapists to hold the patients up and assist their motions manually. They also employed a
technique that allowed the patients to try their movements in a pool. This was so that it weight of
the limbs would seem less due to the support of the water. The major problem with these
standard rehabilitation techniques is that the percentage of motor function that is recovered is
poor. According to the Journal of Rehabilitation Research & Development the percentage of
mobility recovered is somewhere between thirty and sixty-six percent.
Where we see a problem with these types of devices that are being developed is that they
are very large and expensive machines. They seem to be only available in hospitals and not able
to be used at the patient’s home or at their convenience. Our goal is to make a device or devices
Dept. of ECE , SIET , Tumakuru
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that will be able to retrain a patient’s motion but have them be able to use the device themselves
and have it be cheap enough for them to afford.

1.3 Problem Statement
The conventional existing method is manual where the patient will need help of another
person for him to move from one place to another and also during rehabilitation patients depend
on others for undergoing painful physiotherapy. The patient have to go to the hospital daily to
take physiotherapy, where it takes more time for the patient. The device for physiotherapy are
large and expensive and that are available in hospitals only. It is very difficult for the poor people
to take physiotherapy in the hospital.

1.4 Solution to the Problem
In this project, we are automating the controller provided to the patient where the patient
can walk independently without seeking any help from others and also helps in the rehabilitation
process during physiotherapy. Since the devices available in the hospital is of high therefore we
are making a device of low cost. So this device helps the poor people to take physiotherapy in
the home itself instead of going to hospital daily.
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CHAPTER-2

LITERATURE SURVEY
In the paper “Heart disease and stroke statistics—2010 update: a report from the
American heart association,” authored by D. Lloyd-Jones, R. J. Adams, T. M. Brown et
al.Stroke is the third most frequent cause of death worldwide and the leading cause of permanent
disability in the USA and Europe This paper focuses on lower-limb rehabilitation. One third of
surviving patients from stroke do not regain independent walking ability and those ambulatory,
walk in a typical asymmetric manner. [1]
In the paper “Rehabilitation robotics in robotics for healthcare; a roadmap study for
the European Commission,” authored by G. J. Gelderblom, rehabilitation therapies are very
labor intensive especially for gait rehabilitation, often requiring more than three therapists
together to assist manually the legs and torso of the patient to perform training. This fact
imposes an enormous economic burden to any country’s health care system thus limiting its
clinical acceptance. Furthermore,emographic change (aging), expected shortages of health care
personnel, and the need for even higher quality care predict an increase in the average cost from
first stroke to death in the future. All these factors stimulate innovation in the domain of
rehabilitation in such a way it becomes more affordable and available for more patients and for a
longer period of time. [2]
In the paper ―Robotics for gait training after spinal cord injury,” authored by J. A.
Galvez and D. J. Reinkensmeyer, This rehabilitation technique is known as partial bodyweight
support treadmill training (PBWSTT). Three therapists assist the legs and hip of the patient
walking on a treadmill while part of the patient’s body weight is supported by an overhead
harness. Many robotic systems have been developed with the aim to automate and improve this
training technique as a means for reducing therapist labor. [3]
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In the paper “A robotic tool for studying locomotor adaptation and rehabilitation,”
authored by D.Reinkensmeyer, J. Wynne, and S. Harkema, Robotic arms are strapped to the
patient’s legs at the thigh and ankle, driving them through a stepping pattern. A single-blind,
randomized clinical trial to assess its effectiveness in stroke patients is currently underway.
ReoAmbulator was developed in cooperation with the HealthSouth network of rehabilitation
hospitals. Other robotic systems are at a research state or under development, but have been
already used to conduct some clinical testing. For example, the Biomechatronics Lab at the
University of California has developed several robotic devices for locomotor training after spinal
cord injury: the Ambulation-assisting Robotic Tool for Human Rehabilitation (ARTHuR), a
device designed to measure and manipulate human stepping on a treadmill . [4]
In the paper “Design and evaluation of the Lopes exoskeleton robot for interactive
gait rehabilitation,” authored by J. F. Veneman, R. Kruidhof, E. E. G. Hekman,
R.Ekkelenkamp, E. H. F. Van Asseldonk, and H. Van Der Kooij, Improvement was measured as
an increase in the size of the patients’ gait pattern and in their walking speeds on the treadmill.
The gait rehabilitation robot LOPES (LOwer-extremity Powered ExoSkeleton) can move in
parallel with the legs of a person walking on a treadmill, at pelvis height flexibly connected to
the fixed world . [5]
In the paper “Gait rehabilitation therapy using robot generated force fields applied
at the pelvis,” authored by M.Pietrusinski, I. Cajigas, Y. Mizikacioglu, M. Goldsmith, P.
Bonato, and C. Mavroidis, The device consists of a unilateral exoskeleton and a supportive arm
to passively gravity-balance the device. The Robotic Gait Rehabilitation (RGR) Trainer was built
to target secondary gait deviations in patients after stroke. While patients ambulate on a
treadmill, force fields are applied to the pelvis , that generate corrective forces as a response to
deviations from normal pelvic motion. [6]
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In the paper “A mechanized gait trainer for restoration of gait,” authored by S. Hesse
and D. Uhlenbrock, Some rehabilitation machines are based on programmable foot plates. That
is, the feet of the patient are positioned on separate foot plates, whose movements are controlled
by the robotic system to simulate different gait patterns. It can be seen that only one system is on
the market, although many others have done some clinical testing. The Gangtrainer GTI
commercialized by Reha-Stim, can assist the patient in the recovery of his freedom of movement
by relieving the body of its own weight and adapting speed from the individual ability of the
patient. [7]
In the paper “A 6- DOF gait rehabilitation robot with upper and lower limb
connections that allows walking velocity updates on various terrains,” authored by J. Yoon,
B. Novandy, C. H. Yoon, and K. J. Park, It is comprised with steps posture controlling system
and weight alleviation controlling mechanism. A 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) gait rehabilitation
robot has been developed at the Gyeongsang National University with upper and lower limb
connections that allow walking velocity updates on various terrains. It is composed of an upper
limb device, a sliding device, two footpad devices, and a body support system. A pilot clinical
test has been conducted with a hemiplegic patient . [8]
In the paper “Lower limb rehabilitation robot,” authored by S. Chen, Y. Wang, S. Li,
G. Wang, Y. Huang, and X.Mao, The GaitMaster5 (GM5) is a recently developed gait
rehabilitation system at the University of Tsukuba [35]. The patient straps his/her feet into pads
that are lined with sensors . These pads are connected to motion platforms that can move the
user’s foot forward (simulating walking) or up and down (like climbing). The Lower-Limb
Rehabilitation Robot (LLRR) can assist patients in simulating normal people’s footsteps
exercising leg muscles . [9]
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CHAPTER-3

BACKGROUND
The following section outlines important concepts that surround and affect our project.
Since there are many external issues involved, This Chapter provides the reader with a
fundamental background of such issues. Past research done on robotic rehabilitation is quite
extensive. Even though today this field of study is making huge strides, its subject matter is still
in the beginning stages of development. Our project was focused on the different kinds of
paralysis, and current treatments. Also, research was conducted on the different types of
information that will be needed for our project design to be put into realization. This information
includes motion analysis on the joints as well as the technology that will be used in our design to
move these joints.

3.1 Paralysis
Paralysis is defined as a loss of the motor and or sensory function of a body part due to
either a muscular or neural mechanism.

3.2 Causes
There are numerous causes of paralysis. We focused mainly on the stroke because it
seems to be the leading cause of paralysis and a condition that is on the rise. This rise can be
attributed to longer life and as stated before the aging baby boom generation.

3.3 Leg Motion Parameters
Our project calls for the study of three major joints: the hip, knee, and ankle. In order for
us the manufacture a product that will work we need to know the specifics for the kinematics of
these joint motions. Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.3 help show the joint angle limitations
for these joints
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Figure 3.1 Forward hip joint Angle limitation

Figure 3.2 Backward hip joint Angle limitation
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Figure 3.3 Knee Joint Angle Limitation
This information is relevant to our project because it shows the extent of what each joint can
move and how far in each direction with relation to the joint. Similar devices to ours do not use
these extreme angles in their mechanism design. Instead they estimated angles to simulate the
walking motion.

3.4 Kinematics Model Research
In order to know the kinematics of the walking motion we had to know the Degrees of
freedom for each joint. The kinematics structure of the leg contains six joint Degrees Of
Freedom or DOF. Each hip joint contains 3 DOF, each knee joint contains 2 DOF, and the ankle
can be separated into 3 DOF. When walking, the pelvis area swings the hip joint forward in the
range of 8 degrees. Well the thigh shows a similar pattern of rotation, but the angle is larger, the
total range is about 14 degrees. In the leg, the shank shows the same pattern, but with an even
greater range of rotation, there is about 18 degrees of freedom. These Degrees of freedom deal
with the different joint angles that are involved with the gait motion of biomechanics.
Biomechanics research provides evidence that .Sagittal elevation angle. may be more reusable
than joint angles. Sagittal elevation angles is a new representation for motion, it exhibits less
intersubject variation than joint angles during walking; therefore they form a more .canonical.
data representation for gait, which can be used to drive walking animation over curved paths and
Dept. of ECE , SIET , Tumakuru
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uneven terrain. This is good to know and understand but our device will not go on curved paths
or uneven terrain. Although this might give more comfort to our patient when walking if the
variance is lower in sagittal elevation angles then joint angles.

3.5 Forces of Walking
To every action there is an equal and opposite reaction (Newton’s third Law) although
some of the joint movements are produced by external forces like gravity. The easiest way to
understand the forces which produce the movements of walking is to compare the joint angles,
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY or (EMG) of muscles acting at that joint, and the effect of the ground
reaction force on the joint axial rotation of the pelvis during walking is driven by the spine rather
than the limbs; walking could then be driven to some extent by the back muscles (Gracovetsky,
1985). Although there is little correlation between back muscle activity and pelvic rotation
(Vink, P. & Karssemeijer, N. (1988) Anat. Embryol. 178, 455-460).. The pattern of ground
reaction forces was highly speed dependent. A common observation from human studies is that
the time course of the changes in muscle activity and length, joint angles and torques can be
variable not only across speeds and subjects, but even from trial to trial (Pedotti, 1977; Apkarian,
Naumann & Cairns, 1989; Pandy & Berme)
In order to get a better understanding of the forces on the different joints you must first
understand the different ways the joints can flex. Plantar flex is when that part is fully extended
out. Dorsiflex is when that part of the body is contracted. The forces on the hip at plantar flexing
are the quadriceps and the forces on the hip at dorsiflexing are the hamstrings and gluteus
Maximus. Even though the knee does not contribute much to the force of the walking motion, the
knee is able to make walking easier by using the reaction forces from the ground and from other
joints and muscles. The forces that are needed to dorsiflex the knee come from the hamstring
muscle and gravity, the force needed for the knee to return to normal is the quadriceps, which is
also what prevents dorsiflex in the knee and keep it in the plantar position. There are different
smaller muscles in the foot that contribute to the force but the ankle (gastrocnemius muscles),
calf muscle and Achilles tendon contribute the most to the movement of the ankle, although the
body weight plays a major roll in the changing from plantar and dorsiflex.
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CHAPTER-4

METHODOLOGY
The following section will explain our methods for completing our project. Our project ís
success will be contingent upon the accomplishment of the following individual objectives:
• Design a device to move in a precise human walking motion.
• Device must be adjustable to provide comfort to different sized patients.
• Manufacture the device with materials that will satisfy the needs of the design.

4.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 4.1 Conceptual block diagram
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Electric power source is one of the main block the 230v supply converted to +5 and +12
volts by 7805 and 7812.This 12 volts given to the drive circuit to drive the motors with the help
of command received from a single chip. The motors rotates clockwise or anticlockwise when
command received. There are three motors fixed to the leg. one at hip region of 10kg torque and
other two at knee and foot region of 3 kg torque which helps the patient to take physiotherapy.
Arduino UNO: The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14
digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz
crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It
contains everything needed to support the microcontroller.
Motors: Motors are used in this project so as to provide the movement of the mechanical setup,
helping the patient to walk autonomously. Due to the motion of the motor it gives physiotherapy
to different joints of the leg such as foot, knee and hip region.Here we are using three geared
motors for three joints of the leg, one motor at hip region is capable of producing 10kg of torque
and other two motors are capable of producing 3kg torque. Each motor runs at 10rpm at 12 volts.
Driver Circuit: Any hardware for its working would require the use of driver circuit for its
proper functioning. In this project, driver circuit has been used to drive the motors. We are using
relay driver circuit in order to drive the motors. It acts as a bridge between the microcontroller
and motors.
Power Supply: Power supply is needed for any electronic device to work. Power supply
supplies voltage to various parts of the circuit and hence the need for it.
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CHAPTER-5

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

5.1 Joystick
A joystick is an input device consisting of a stick that pivots on a base and reports its
angle or direction to the device it is controlling. A joystick, also known as the control column, is
the principal control device in the cockpit of many civilian and military aircraft, either as a center
stick or side-stick. It often has supplementary switches to control various aspects of the aircraft's
flight.
Joysticks are often used to control video games, and usually have one or more pushbuttons whose state can also be read by the computer. A popular variation of the joystick used on
modern video game consoles is the analog stick. Joysticks are also used for controlling machines
such as cranes, trucks, underwater unmanned vehicles, wheelchairs, surveillance cameras, and
zero turning radius lawn mowers. Miniature finger-operated joysticks have been adopted as input
devices for smaller electronic equipment such as mobile phones.
Industrial applications: In recent times, the employment of joysticks has become commonplace
in many industrial and manufacturing applications, such as; cranes, assembly lines, forestry
equipment, mining trucks, and excavators. In fact, the use of such joysticks is in such high
demand, that it has virtually replaced the traditional mechanical control lever in nearly all
modern hydraulic control systems. Additionally, most unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and
submersible remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) require at least one joystick to control either the
vehicle, the on-board cameras, sensors and/or manipulators.
Due to the highly hands-on, rough nature of such applications, the industrial joystick
tends to be more robust than the typical video-game controller, and able to function over a high
cycle life. This led to the development and employment of Heat effect sensing to such
applications in the 1980s as a means of contactless sensing. Several companies produce joysticks
for industrial applications using Hall effect technology. Another technology used in joystick
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design is the use of strain gauges to build force transducers from which the output is proportional
to the force applied rather than physical deflection. Miniature force transducers are used as
additional controls on joysticks for menu selection functions.
Some larger manufacturers of joysticks are able to customize joystick handles and grips
specific to the OEM needs while small regional manufacturers often concentrate on selling
standard products at higher prices to smaller OEMs
A joystick is just two analog potentiometers, so you can move in two different directions,
X and Y, at once. Just like a potentiometer, you wire one side to 5v, the other to ground, then
you use analogRead to read the input. You can use the same code you used for the potentiometer
-- the only difference is that you have two potentiometers wired up instead of just one. Some
joysticks also include a pushbutton. We have two kinds of joysticks. They look a little different but they
both work the same way. Both of them plug into your breadboard so you can access the inputs and
outputs.

One type has pins for Vcc (wire that to 5v) and Gnd. The outputs are Xout and Yout
(connect those to the analog pins you're going to read). It also includes a pushbutton: use Sel if
you want to read whether the user has pushed down on the joystick.
The Parallax joysticks look a little more complicated, but they work the same way, except
they don't have a pushbutton. Gnd is ground -- there are two Gnds, but you only need to use one
of them (they're wired together). L/R+ and U/D+ both get wired to 5v -- they're like Vcc on the
other joystick. L/R and U/D are where you read X and Y outputs. There are two of each, but
they're the same -- it doesn't matter which one you wire up, so use whichever is easiest for you to
reach with the wire.

Figure 5.1 Joystick
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5.2 Power Source
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Figure 5.2 Power Source
The power supply is one of the main blocks in the project. The input can be a DC or AC
up to of 25V. Input voltage is rectified bye bridge rectifier in case it is an AC input, otherwise if
it is a DC input it is directly supplied to the regulator. A 1000mfd capacitor is used as filter
capacitor.Voltage regulation is achieved using a 3 terminal 7805 voltage regulator will be used to
obtain the 5V regulated output. For the project, 12V is needed for motors and relays and 5V DC
supply is needed for PIC Microcontroller and other electronic devices; hence it has been
designed accordingly.

5.2.1 Power Supply
Input the controller board is given by 12V dc adaptor. This 12V is used to drive the relays. A
regulator IC 7805 is used to regulate voltage to +5V which is needed for powering the controller
and other device used on the board.
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5.3 Sugar cube Relays
A relay is an electrical switch that uses an electromagnet to move the switch from the off
to on position instead of a person moving the switch. It takes a relatively small amount of power
to turn on a relay but the relay can control something that draws much more power. Ex: A relay
is used to control the air conditioner in your home. The AC unit probably runs off of 220VAC at
around 30A. That's 6600 Watts! The coil that controls the relay may only need a few watts to
pull the contacts together.
The main operation of a relay comes in places where only a low-power signal can be used
to control a circuit. It is also used in places where only one signal can be used to control a lot of
circuits. The application of relays started during the invention of telephones. They played an
important role in switching calls in telephone exchanges. They were also used in long distance
telegraphy. They were used to switch the signal coming from one source to another destination.
After the invention of computers they were also used to perform Boolean and other logical
operations. The high end applications of relays require high power to be driven by electric
motors and so on. Such relays are called contactors.
The basics for all the relays are the same. Take a look at a 4 – pin relay shown below.
There are two colors shown. The green colour represents the control circuit and the red colour
represents the load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto the control circuit. A switch is
connected to the load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the control circuit. Now let us take
the different steps that occur in a relay.

Figure 5.3 Relay operation
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Figure 5.3.2 De-energized relay

As shown in the circuit, the current flowing through the coils represented by pins 1 and 3
causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 2 and 4.
Thus the switch plays an important role in the relay working. As it is a part of the load circuit, it
is used to control an electrical circuit that is connected to it. Thus, when the relay in energized
the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4.
As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1 and 3, the switch opens and thus the
open circuit prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4. Thus the relay becomes de-energized
and thus off position.
Relays are also named with designations like


Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – This type of relay has a total of four terminals. Out
of these two terminals can be connected or disconnected. The other two terminals are
needed for the coil.



Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – This type of a relay has a total of five terminals.
Out of these two are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also included which
connects to either of two others.
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The Single Pole Double Throw SPDT relay is quite useful in certain applications because of
its internal configuration. It has one common terminal and 2 contacts in 2 different
configurations: one can be Normally Closed and the other one is opened or it can be Normally
Open and the other one closed. So basically you can see the SPDT relay as a way of switching
between 2 circuits: when there is no voltage applied to the coil one circuit ―receives‖ current, the
other one doesn’t and when the coil gets energised the opposite is happening.

Figure 5.3.3 SPDT Relay
In figure 1 no DC voltage is applied to the coil so the terminal T is connected to contact 1
therefore the current can flow through fan 1 and it cannot flow through fan 2.
In figure 2 when DC voltage is applied to the coil and terminal T is now connected to contact 2
therefore the current doesn’t flow anymore through fan 1 but now it flows through fan2.

In this project, Sugar Cube SPDT has been used for the motors working. Relay has been used
since it realizes logic functions and control high voltage and high current circuits with low
voltage and current signals. Two relays for every motor has been considered for this project.
The project also includes the limit switches for limiting the mechanical motion of the limb on
either side when practically implemented. Limit switches has been used since human leg has the
practical restriction beyond certain angle. Considering the entire restrictions and considerations,
limit switches have been the best option for this project. Moreover, the motion within the limit’s
range can also be controlled through proper programming. So this almost acts like the working of
a normal human being’s limb movement.
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Types of Sugar cube relay

Figure 5.3.4Sugar cube relay
Features:


12V DC SPDT Relay.



Rated up to 7A @240VAC.



Fully Sealed.



Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – This relay has a total of six terminals. These

terminals are further divided into two pairs. Thus they can act as two SPST’s which are actuated
by a single coil. Out of the six terminals two of them are coil terminals.


Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – This is the biggest of all. It has mainly eight

relay terminals. Out of these two rows are designed to be change over terminals. They are
designed to act as two SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil.
LEDs
As many as four LEDs have been provided on the Controller board. They can be used for several
kinds of indications.
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ULN 2003A Driver IC
ULN2003 is a high voltage and high current Darlington array IC. It contains seven open
collector Darlington pairs with common emitters. A Darlington pair is an arrangement of two
bipolar transistors.
ULN2003 belongs to the family of ULN200X series of ICs. Different versions of this
family interface to different logic families. ULN2003 is for 5V TTL, CMOS logic devices. These
ICs are used when driving a wide range of loads and are used as relay drivers, display drivers,
line drivers etc. In this project, ULN is connected to the pins of Port D and is used for driving the
Geared motors intern proving high power for its operation.

ICSP connector
Connector CON5 is used for In-circuit serial programming and debugging purpose.
PicKIT programmer/debugger is used for dumping the code into the controller. As per the
specification of the Pickit, ICSP connector is provided. Connector details are given below.
a) MCLR (Master clear and Reset pin)
b) VCC
c) GND
d) PGC (Controller Program Clock Pin)
e) PDC (Controller Program Data Pin)
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5.4 Driver Circuit
Normal DC gear-head motors require current greater than 250mA. ICs like 555 timer,
Microchip16 Microcontroller, 30F series ICs cannot supply this amount of current. If we directly
connect motors to the output of any of the above IC's, they might get damaged. There is a need
of a circuitry that can act as a bridge between the above mentioned ICs and the motors. There are
several ways of making it, some of them are mentioned below.


Using Transistor



Using L293D/L298



Using relays

1A

2A

1Y

2Y

Motor 1

Logic 0

Logic 0

0

0

Stop

Logic 1

Logic 0

12V

0

Clockwise

Logic 0

Logic 1

0

12V

Anti-clockwise

Logic 1

Logic 1

12V

12V

Brake
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5.4.1 Relay driving circuit
Depending upon a relay's coil rating, some may require current greater than 100mA. If an
IC cannot provide this much current, a transistor is used as a switch to trigger the relay as shown
below. Don't avoid the protection diode (D1 shown in circuit) as it will protect transistor from
back EMF induced in relay coil.

Figure 5.4.1 Relay driver circuit
Switching speed of a relay is slow, around 10ms. Relays are used to drive an AC load
from a small DC circuit, or to drive a high current consuming motors. Have you noticed a sound
of tic -tic while car wiper is on, This is the sound of relay inside the car that drives the wiper
motor.
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5.5 Motor Control

Figure 5.5 Motor driver control
Individual motors are controlled using two sugar cube relays each. One relay runs the
motor in clockwise direction and the other relay runs the motor in anti-clockwise
direction. One of the coil pins of relay is connected to 12V supply and another coil pin is
connected to one of the driver of ULN2003 high current driver IC. Each driver is capable of
sinking high currents (Max 1A). When input to the driver is made logic high, it sinks the
current through relay coil and in turn energizes the coil and the relay. ULN2003 has eight
individual driving gates. A pair of two gates each controls two relays that are connected
to the motor. Three such blocks control the four motors M1, M2, & M3.
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Limit switches are connected on both the ends of the motor. The limit switches are activated
by the rotor on both the sides when it reaches extreme positions. When the limit switches are
pressed, it cuts-off the power to the motor and stops it. This protects and other mechanical
components from getting damaged.
5.5.1 Geared Motors
A Gear motor is a specific type of electrical motor that is designed to produce high torque
while maintaining a low horsepower, or low speed, motor output. Gear motors can be found in
many different applications, and are probably used in many devices in your home. Gear motors
are commonly used in devices such as can openers, garage door openers, washing machine time
control knobs and even electric alarm clocks. Common commercial applications of a gear motor
include hospital beds, commercial jacks, cranes and many other applications that are too many to
list.
Geared DC motors can be defined as an extension of DC motor which already had its
Insight details demystified here. A geared DC Motor has a gear assembly attached to the motor.
The speed of motor is counted in terms of rotations of the shaft per minute and is termed as RPM
.The gear assembly helps in increasing the torque and reducing the speed. Using the correct
combination of gears in a gear motor, its speed can be reduced to any desirable figure. This
concept where gears reduce the speed of the vehicle but increase its torque is known as gear
reduction. This Insight will explore all the minor and major details that make the gear head and
hence the working of geared DC motor.At the first sight, the external structure of a DC geared
motor looks as a straight expansion over the simple DC ones.

Figure 5.5.1 Geared motor
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The lateral view of the motor shows the outer protrudes of the gear head. A nut is placed near
the shaft which helps in mounting the motor to the other parts of the assembly.
5.5.2 Internal Structure

Figure 5.5.2 Internal structure of geared motor
The gear assembly is set up on two metallic cylinders whose working can be called as
similar to that of an axle. A total of three gears combine on these two cylinders to form the
bottom gear assembly out of which two gears share the same axle while one gear comes in
between them and takes a separate axle.
A gear motor can be either an AC (alternating current) or a DC (direct current) electric
motor. Most gear motors have an output of between about 1,200 to 3,600 revolutions per minute
(RPMs). These types of motors also have two different speed specifications: normal speed and
the stall-speed torque specifications.
5.5.3 Basic Principles of Operation
A gear motor can be either an AC (alternating current) or a DC (direct current) electric
motor. Most gear motors have an output of between about 1,200 to 3,600 revolutions per minute
(RPMs). These types of motors also have two different speed specifications: normal speed and
the stall-speed torque specifications.
Gear motors are primarily used to reduce speed in a series of gears, which in turn creates
more torque. This is accomplished by an integrated series of gears or a gear box being attached
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to the main motor rotor and shaft via a second reduction shaft. The second shaft is then
connected to the series of gears or gearbox to create what is known as a series of reduction gears.
Generally speaking, the longer the train of reduction gears, the lower the output of the end, or
final, gear will be.
An excellent example of this principle would be an electric time clock (the type that uses
hour, minute and second hands). The synchronous AC motor that is used to power the time clock
will usually spin the rotor at around 1500 revolutions per minute. However, a series of reduction
gears is used to slow the movement of the hands on the clock.
For example, while the rotor spins at about 1500 revolutions per minute, the reduction
gears allow the final secondhand gear to spin at only one revolution per minute. This is what
allows the secondhand to make one complete revolution per minute on the face of the clock.
5.5.4 Working of the DC Geared Motor
The DC motor works over a fair range of voltage. The higher the input voltage more is
the RPM (rotations per minute) of the motor. For example, if the motor works in the range of 612V, it will have the least RPM at 6V and maximum at 12 V.In terms of voltage, we can put the
equation as:
RPM= K1 * V
where,
K1= induced voltage constant
V=voltage applied
The working of the gears is very interesting to know. It can be explained by the principle
of conservation of angular momentum. The gear having smaller radius will cover more RPM
than the one with larger radius. However, the larger gear will give more torque to the smaller
gear than vice versa. The comparison of angular velocity between input gear (the one that
transfers energy) to output gear gives the gear ratio. When multiple gears are connected together,
conservation of energy is also followed. The direction in which the other gear rotates is always
the opposite of the gear adjacent to it.
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In any DC motor, RPM and torque are inversely proportional. Hence the gear having
more torque will provide a lesser RPM and converse. In a geared DC motor, the concept of pulse
width modulation is applied. The equations detailing the working and torque transfer of gears
are shown below:

Figure 5.5.4 Gear Arrangement
In a geared DC motor, the gear connecting the motor and the gear head is quite small,
hence it transfers more speed to the larger teeth part of the gear head and makes it rotate. The
larger part of the gear further turns the smaller duplex part. The small duplex part receives the
torque but not the speed from its predecessor which it transfers to larger part of other gear and so
on. The third gear’s duplex part has more teeth than others and hence it transfers more torque to
the gear that is connected to the shaft.
In this project, three Geared motors has been used and for each motor two relays are been
used for the switching and driving action. Geared motors are preferred since it provides high
torque with lss speed because of the difference in the gear ratios. This helps in the movement of
the leg since the motor runs autonomously controlling the motion of the leg indirectly.
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5.6 Arduino UNO
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital
input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz crystal
oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains
everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB
cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Uno differs from all
preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-to-serial driver chip. Instead, it features
the Atmega8U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial converter.

Figure 5.6 Arduino UNO board
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5.6.1 Features of Arduino UNO
Microcontroller

AT mega 328

Operating Voltage

5V

Input Voltage (recommended)

7-12 V

Input Voltage (limits)

6-20 V

Digital I/O Pins

14 (of which 6 provide PWM O/P)

Analog Input Pins

6

DC Current per I/O Pin

40mA

DC Current for 3.3V Pin

50mA

Flash Memory

32KB of which 0.5KB used by boot loader

SRAM

2KB

EEPROM

1KB

Clock Speed

16MHZ
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CHAPTER-6

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
6.1 Introduction to C
C is a general purpose, imperative computer programming language, supporting
structured programming, lexical variable scope and recursion, while a static type system prevents
many unintended operations. By design, C provides constructs that map efficiently to typical
machine instructions, and therefore it has found lasting use in applications that had formerly
been coded in assembly language, including operating systems, as well as various application
software for computers ranging from supercomputers to embedded systems.
C was originally developed by Dennis Ritchie between 1969 and 1973 at Bell Labs and
used to re-implement the Unix operating system. It has since become one of the most widely
used programming languages of all time,with C compilers from various vendors available for the
majority of existing computer architectures and operating systems. C has been standardized by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) since 1989 (see ANSI C) and subsequently by
the International Organization for Standardization
6.1.1 Advantages of c


Easy to learn



Structured language



It produces efficient programs



It can handle low level activities



It can be compiled on a variety of computer platforms

6.1.2 Features of C


Reliability



Portability



Flexibility



Interactivity
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CHAPTER-7

DESIGN
7.1 Design for motor control

Figure 7.1 Flowchart for motor control
In order to represent the operation of motors we have used two input X and Y, where X is
for motor control and Y is for Physiotherapy. For all the three joints of leg three motors are
fixed, the motor at ankle is represented by A the motor at knee is represented by K and the motor
at the thigh is represented by T.
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In this flowchart we are going to discuss about the motor control only We have set some
Threshold value of steps in Joystick for both the operation. When X is greater than 900 steps all
the three motors A,K,T are in on condition which helps for the patients to move forward. When
X is less than 100 all the motors will be in off condition

7.2 Design for Physiotherapy

Figure 7.2 Flowchart for physiotherapy
As discussed earlier the input pin Y is used for physiotherapy. When Y is greater than
900 steps only ankle motor A is turned on and off for its rehabilitation exercise similarly when Y
is lesthan 100 steps both knee and thigh motors will be on for its rehabilitation exercise. The
process will be repeated.
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CHAPTER-8

IMPLEMENTATION
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Figure 8 Interfacing of DC motor with Arduino UNO
This project is intended to be used with people with walking disabilities due paralysis or
other similar diseases. The project will act as an exoskeleton with muscle. The project will
consist of 3 movable external limbs which are connected to the leg using belts or straps. There
are 3 movable strips corresponding to the 3 joints of the leg starting from hip till the foot region.
Three motors are connected to each joint of the strips. One at the hip region, another at the knee
region and the other one is at the ankle region.
All the motors are geared motors. The first motor is of 10kg torque capability. Other two
are smaller 3 kg torque motors. All the motors are dc motors with built in gears. Each motor runs
at 10RPM at 12V. Motor driving circuit includes relays for moving motor in both the direction.
Limit switches are provided to stop motor at extreme positions. Also additionally mechanical
joints are designed to hard stop the movement at the extreme positions which otherwise can
cause harm to the patient. To operate the device Joy stick is used which inturn used to control the
movement the clockwise and anti-clockwise direction of the motors
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CHAPTER-9

RESULTS
9.1 Mechanical setup

The above figure shows the mechanical set up. There are 3 movable strips corresponding
to the 3 joints of the leg starting from hip till the foot region. Three motors are connected to each
joint of the strips. One at the hip region, another at the knee region and the other one is at ankle
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9.2 Testing and Analysis
9.2.1 Snapshot of arduino IDE

Fig 9.2.1 shows the snapshot of the code while compiling
The above figure shows the snapshot of arduino IDE environment which is taken during the
compilation of the program.
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9.2.2 Different Positions

Fig9.2.2(a): Clockwise direction of foot region

The above fig 9.2.2(a) shows the clockwise direction of the foot region of the leg and it will
gives exercise to the foot region
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Fig 9.2.2(b): Anti-clockwise direction of foot region

The fig9.2.2(b) shows the anticlockwise direction of the foot region of the leg and it will gives
exercise to the foot region
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Fig9.2.2(c) : Clockwise direction of knee region
The above fig 9.2.2(c) shows the clockwise direction of the knee region of the leg and it will
gives exercise to the knee region.
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Fig 9.2.2(d) : Anti-clockwise direction of knee region

The above fig 9.2.2(d) shows the Anti-clockwise direction of the knee region of the leg and it
will gives exercise to the knee region.
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Fig 9.2.2(e) : Clockwise direction of hip region
The above fig 9.2.2(e) shows the clockwise direction of the Hip region of the leg and it will gives
exercise to the hip region.
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Fig9.2.2(f) : Anticlockwise direction of hip region
The above fig 9.2.2(f) shows the clockwise direction of the hip region of the leg and it will gives
exercise to the hip region.
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CHAPTER-10

ADVANTAGES
The advantage of the project is self-explanatory. It helps in the movement of paralyzed patient
individually from one place to the other.
 Aids patient in rehabilitation process by helping them carry out physiotherapy.
 Patients will be able to move around independently once they learn the maneuvering
using Switches.
 The device is of low cost compare to the devices available in the hospital.
 The device can be used in the home instead of going to the hospital to take
physiotherapy.
 By continuous use of this device, it will regains the patient motion.
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CHAPTER-11

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Due to the high cost of existing rehabilitation options, 85% of the paralysis patients in
China are not able to get treatment for their conditions. The project group was faced with an
important task to give these patients a relatively inexpensive, yet affective, alternative to help
them with their recoveries.
By designing a four-bar linkage system that allowed the thigh to follow a precisely
calculated knee trajectory curve, the authors were able to match the motion of a human thigh
while walking. This coupled with a knee mechanism that incorporated a compound gear train
and a step motor that was run by a computer program that allowed the shin to move in a precise
curve that represented the actual lower leg motion of a human, allowed the authors to create a
very precise mechanism that will help a patient regain their leg motion.
The work can be further extended wherein more advanced technology can be
incorporated like smart phones, eye contacts and remotes instead of joystick to move clockwise
or anti-clockwise and can be used for other parts of body parts like hands and so on.
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Abstract:This project involved designing and
manufacturing a cost efficient robot that will
retrain the leg muscles of paralysis patients.
This project group developed a more economic
design for paralysis patients to retrain their
muscles and feeling of walking in their legs at a
lower cost then what ís on the market today.
The group was able to make the device
adjustable and comfortable for the patient to
use easily. The group also made the device move
in a precise way to simulate the human gait
walking motion.
Regarding classical rehabilitation techniques,
there is insufficient evidence to state that a
particular approach is more effective in
promoting
gait
recovery
than
other.
Combination
of
different
rehabilitation
strategies seems to be more effective than overground gait training alone. Robotic devices need
further research to from the analysis of these
approaches we can draw the following
conclusions. Show their suitability for walking
training and their effects on over-ground gait.
The use of FES combined with different walking
retraining strategies has shown to result in
improvements in hemiplegic gait. Reports on
non-invasive BCIs for stroke recovery are
limited to the rehabilitation of upper limbs;
however, some works suggest that there might
be a common mechanism which influences
upper and lower limb recovery simultaneously,
independently of the limb chosen for the
rehabilitation therapy. Functional near infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS) enables researchers to
detect signals from specific regions of the cortex
during performance of motoractivities for the
development of future BCIs.
I.

INTRODUCTION

patient‘s rehabilitation regimen depends mainly on
the severity of their disability. These exercises
range from walking on a treadmill to the bending of
their fingers. Sometimes however the paralysis is

so severe that the patient cannot support their own
body weight or lift the weight of their limbs. In the
past, these cases were handled by using one or two
physical therapists to hold the patients up and assist
their motions manually. They also employed a
technique that allowed the patients to try their
movements in a pool. This was so that it weight of
the limbs would seem less due to the support of the
water. The major problem with these standard
rehabilitation techniques is that the percentage of
motor function that is recovered is poor. According
to the Journal of Rehabilitation Research &
Development the percentage of mobility recovered
is somewhere between thirty and sixty-six percent.
Where we see a problem with these types of
devices that are being developed is that they are
very large and expensive machines. They seem to
be only available in hospitals and not able to be
used at the patient‘s home or at their convenience.
Our goal is to make a device or devices that will be
able to retrain a patient‘s motion but have them be
able to use the device themselves and have it be
cheap enough for them to afford without much
debt.
The devices available in the hospitals are large and
expensive, so we are making a device of low cost,
which can take physiotherapy in the home itself.
The poor people can get benefit because of low
cost. By continuous use of this device for
physiotherapy they can walk independently without
any help .
II.OBJECTIVE
This project involved designing and manufacturing
a cost efficient Device that will retain the leg
muscles of paralysis patients. This project group
developed a more economic design for paralysis
patients to retrain their muscles and feeling of
walking in their legs at a lower cost then what‘s on
the market today. The group was able to make the
device adjustable and comfortable for the patient to
use easily. The group also made the device move in
a precise way to simulate the human gait walking
motion.

A patient‘s rehabilitation regimen depends mainly
on the severity of their disability. These exercises
range from walking on a treadmill to the bending of
their fingers. Sometimes however the paralysis is
so severe that the patient cannot support their own
body weight or lift the weight of their limbs. In the
past, these cases were handled by using one or two
physical therapists to hold the patients up and assist
their motions manually. They also employed a
technique that allowed the patients to try their
movements in a pool. This was so that it weight of
the limbs would seem less due to the support of the
water. The major problem with these standard
rehabilitation techniques is that the percentage of
motor function that is recovered is poor. According
to the Journal of Rehabilitation Research &
Development the percentage of mobility recovered
is somewhere between thirty and sixty-six percent.
Where we see a problem with these types of
devices that are being developed is that they are
very large and expensive machines. They seem to
be only available in hospitals and not able to be
used at the patient‘s home or at their convenience.
Our goal is to make a device or devices that will be
able to retrain a patient‘s motion but have them be
able to use the device themselves and have it be
cheap enough for them to afford without much
debt.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Arduino: is an open-source physical computing
platform based on a simple i/o board and a
development environment that implements the
Processing / Wiring language. Arduino can be used
to develop stand-alone interactive objects or can be
connected to software on your computer.
MOtors: Motors are used in this project so as to
provide the movement of the mechanical setup,
helping the patient to walk autonomously. Due to
the motion of the motor it gives physiotherapy to
different joints of the leg such as foot, knee and hip
region.Here we are using three geared motors for
three joints of the leg, one motor at hip region is
capable of producing 10kg of torque and other two
motors are capable of producing 3kg torque. Each
motor runs at 10rpm at 12 volts.
Driver Circuit: Any hardware for its working
would require the use of driver circuit for its proper
functioning. In this project, driver circuit has been
used to drive the motors. We are using relay driver
circuit in order to drive the motors. It acts as a
bridge between the microcontroller and motors.
Power Supply: Power supply is needed for any
electronic device to work. Power supply supplies
voltage to various parts of the circuit and hence the
need for it.
IV.

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

A. Power source
ACin+

V +12
1

The conventional existing method is manual where
the patient will need help of another person for him
to move from one place to another and also during
rehabilitation patients depend on others for
undergoing painful physiotherapy.The patient have
to go to the hospital daily to take physiotherapy,
where it takes more time for the patient. The device
for physiotherapy are large and expensive and that
are available in hospitals only. It is very difficult
for the poor people to take physiotherapy in the
hospital.

Electri source is one of the main block the 230v
supply converted to +5 and +12 volts by 7805 and
7812.This 12 volts given to the drive circuit to
drive the motors with the help of command
received from a single chip. The motors rotates
clockwise or anticlockwise when command
received. There are three motors fixed to the leg.
one at hip region of 10kg torque and other two at
knee and foot region of 3 kg torque which helps the
patient to take physiotherapy.

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Figure 2:power source
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The power supply is one of the main blocks in the
project. The input can be a DC or AC up to of 25V.
Input voltage is rectified bye bridge rectifier in case
it is an AC input, otherwise if it is a DC input it is
directly supplied to the regulator. A 1000mfd
capacitor is used as filter capacitor.
Voltage regulation is achieved using a 3 terminal
7805 voltage regulator will be used to obtain the
5V regulated output. For the project, 12V is needed
for motors and relays and 5V DC supply is needed
for PIC Microcontroller and other electronic
devices; hence it has been designed accordingly.

Figure 3: Relay operation

B. Power supply
Input the controller board is given by 12V dc
adaptor. This 12V is used to drive the relays. A
regulator IC 7805 is used to regulate voltage to
+5V which is needed for powering the controller
and other device used on the board.
C. Sugar cube relays
A relay is an electrical switch that uses an
electromagnet to move the switch from the off to
on position instead of a person moving the switch.
It takes a relatively small amount of power to turn
on a relay but the relay can control something that
draws much more power. Ex: A relay is used to
control the air conditioner in your home. The AC
unit probably runs off of 220VAC at around 30A.
That's 6600 Watts! The coil that controls the relay
may only need a few watts to pull the contacts
together.
The main operation of a relay comes in places
where only a low-power signal can be used to
control a circuit. It is also used in places where
only one signal can be used to control a lot of
circuits. The application of relays started during the
invention of telephones. They played an important
role in switching calls in telephone exchanges.
They were also used in long distance telegraphy.
They were used to switch the signal coming from
one source to another destination. After the
invention of computers they were also used to
perform Boolean and other logical operations. The
high end applications of relays require high power
to be driven by electric motors and so on. Such
relays are called contactors.
The basics for all the relays are the same. Take a
look at a 4 – pin relay shown below. There are two
colors shown. The green colour represents the
control circuit and the red colour represents the
load circuit. A small control coil is connected onto
the control circuit. A switch is connected to the
load. This switch is controlled by the coil in the
control circuit. Now let us take the different steps
that occur in a relay.

Figure 4:Energized Relay (ON)
As shown in the circuit, the current flowing
through the coils represented by pins 1 and 3
causes a magnetic field to be aroused. This
magnetic field causes the closing of the pins 2 and
4. Thus the switch plays an important role in the
relay working. As it is a part of the load circuit, it is
used to control an electrical circuit that is
connected to it. Thus, when the relay in energized
the current flow will be through the pins 2 and 4.

Figure 5:DeEenergized Relay (OFF)
As soon as the current flow stops through pins 1
and 3, the switch opens and thus the open circuit
prevents the current flow through pins 2 and 4.
Thus the relay becomes de-energized and thus off
position.
Relays are also named with designations like
Single Pole Single Throw (SPST) – This type of
relay has a total of four terminals. Out of these two

terminals can be connected or disconnected. The
other two terminals are needed for the coil.
Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) – This type of
a relay has a total of five terminals. Out f these two
are the coil terminals. A common terminal is also
included which connects to either of two others.
The Single Pole Double Throw SPDT relay is quite
useful in certain applications because of its internal
configuration. It has one common terminal and 2
contacts in 2 different configurations: one can
be Normally Closed and the other one is opened or
it can be Normally Open and the other one closed.
So basically you can see the SPDT relay as a way
of switching between 2 circuits: when there is no
voltage applied to the coil one circuit ―receives‖
current, the other one doesn‘t and when the coil
gets energised the opposite is happening.

Figure 6: Sugar cube relay
Features:


12V DC SPDT Relay.



Rated up to 7A @240VAC.



Fully Sealed.

Double Pole Single Throw (DPST) – This relay
has a total of six terminals. These terminals are
further divided into two pairs. Thus they can act as
two SPST‘s which are actuated by a single coil.
Out of the six terminals two of them are coil
terminals.

Figure 6: SPDT Relay
In figure 1 no DC voltage is applied to the coil so
the terminal T is connected to contact 1 therefore
the current can flow through fan 1 and it cannot
flow through fan 2.
In figure 2 when DC voltage is applied to the coil
and terminal T is now connected to contact 2
therefore the current doesn‘t flow anymore through
fan 1 but now it flows through fan 2.
In this project, Sugar Cube SPDT has been used for
the motors working. Relay has been used since it
realizes logic functions and control high voltage
and high current circuits with low voltage and
current signals. Two relays for every motor has
been considered for this project.
The project also includes the limit switches for
limiting the mechanical motion of the limb on
either side when practically implemented. Limit
switches has been used since human leg has the
practical restriction beyond certain angle.
Considering
the
entire
restrictions
and
considerations, limit switches have been the best
option for this project. Moreover, the motion within
the limit‘s range can also be controlled through
proper programming. So this almost acts like the
working of a normal human being‘s limb
movement.

Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) – This is the
biggest of all. It has mainly eight relay terminals.
Out of these two rows are designed to be change
over terminals. They are designed to act as two
SPDT relays which are actuated by a single coil.

D.

LEDs

As many as four LEDs have been provided on the
Controller board. They can be used for several
kinds of indications.
E.

ULN 2003A Driver IC

ULN2003 is a high voltage and high current
Darlington array IC. It contains seven open
collector Darlington pairs with common emitters. A
Darlington pair is an arrangement of two bipolar
transistors.
ULN2003 belongs to the family of ULN200X
series of ICs. Different versions of this family
interface to different logic families. ULN2003 is
for 5V TTL, CMOS logic devices. These ICs are
used when driving a wide range of loads and are
used as relay drivers, display drivers, line drivers
etc. In this project, ULN is connected to the pins of
Port D and is used for driving the Geared motors
intern proving high power for its operation.

F . ICSP connector

Connector CON5 is used for In-circuit serial
programming and debugging purpose. PicKIT
programmer/debugger is used for dumping the code
into the controller. As per the specification of the
Pickit, ICSP connector is provided. Connector
details are given below.
a) MCLR (Master clear and Reset pin)
b) VCC
c) GND
d) PGC (Controller Program Clock Pin)
e) PDC (Controller Program Data Pin)
G.

Driver Circuit

Normal DC gear-head motors require current
greater than 250mA. ICs like 555 timer,
Microchip16 Microcontroller, 30F series ICs
cannot supply this amount of current. If we directly
connect motors to the output of any of the above
IC's, they might get damaged. There is a need of a
circuitry that can act as a bridge between the above
mentioned ICs and the motors. There are several
ways of making it, some of them are mentioned
below.


Using Transistor



Using L293D/L298



Using relays
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Figure 7: Relay driver circuit
Switching speed of a relay is slow, around 10ms.
Relays are used to drive an AC load from a small
DC circuit, or to drive a high current consuming
motors. Have you noticed a sound of tic -tic while
car wiper is on, This is the sound of relay inside the
car that drives the wiper motor.
I.MotorControl

H. Relay Driving circuit
Depending upon a relay's coil rating, some may
require current greater than 100mA. If an IC cannot
provide this much current, a transistor is used as a
switch to trigger the relay as shown below. Don't
avoid the protection diode (D1 shown in circuit) as
it will protect transistor from back EMF induced in
relay coil.

Figure 8: Motor control
Individual motors are controlled using two sugar
cube relays each One relay runs the motor in
clockwise direction and the other relay runs the
motor in anti-clockwise direction .One of the coil
pin so paralysis connected to 12V supply and
another coil pin is connected to one of the driver
of ULN2003high current driver IC. Each driver is

capable of sinking high currents(Max1A).When
input to the driver is made logic high ,it sinks the
current through relay coil and inturn energizes the
coil and the relay.ULN2003has eight individual
driving gates. A pair of two gates each controls
two relays that are connected to the motor. Three
such blocks control the four motors
M1,M2,&M3.
Limit switches are connected on both the ends of
the motor. The limit switches are activated by the
rotor on both the sides when it reaches extreme
positions. When the limit switches are pressed ,it
cuts-off the power to the motor and stops it. This
protects and other mechanical components from
getting damaged.
J.

Geared Motors

A Gear motor is a specific type of electrical motor
that is designed to produce high torque while
maintaining a low horsepower, or low speed, motor
output. Gear motors can be found in many different
applications, and are probably used in many
devices in your home. Gear motors are commonly
used in devices such as can openers, garage door
openers, washing machine time control knobs and
even electric alarm clocks. Common commercial
applications of a gear motor include hospital beds,
commercial jacks, cranes and many other
applications that are too many to list.

Figure 8:Geared motors
The lateral view of the motor shows the outer
protrudes of the gear head. A nut is placed near the
shaft which helps in mounting the motor to the
other parts of the assembly.
Internal structure
The gear assembly is set up on two metallic
cylinders whose working can be called as similar to
that of an axle.A total of three gears combine on
these two cylinders to form the bottom gear
assembly out of which two gears share the same
axle while one gear comes in between them and
takes a separate axle.

Geared DC motors can be defined as an extension
of DC motor which already had its Insight details
demystified here. A geared DC Motor has a gear
assembly attached to the motor. The speed of motor
is counted in terms of rotations of the shaft per
minute and is termed as RPM .The gear assembly
helps in increasing the torque and reducing the
speed. Using the correct combination of gears in a
gear motor, its speed can be reduced to any
desirable figure. This concept where gears reduce
the speed of the vehicle but increase its torque is
known as gear reduction. This Insight will explore
all the minor and major details that make the gear
head and hence the working of geared DC motor.
At the first sight, the external structure of a DC
geared motor looks as a straight expansion over the
simple DC ones.

Figure 9: Internal structure of geared motor
A gear motor can be either an AC (alternating
current) or a DC (direct current) electric motor.
Most gear motors have an output of between about
1,200 to 3,600 revolutions per minute (RPMs).

These types of motors also have two different
speed specifications: normal speed and the stallspeed torque specifications.
Basic principles of operation
A gear motor can be either an AC (alternating
current) or a DC (direct current) electric motor.
Most gear motors have an output of between about
1,200 to 3,600 revolutions per minute (RPMs).
These types of motors also have two different
speed specifications: normal speed and the stallspeed torque specifications.
Gear motors are primarily used to reduce speed in a
series of gears, which in turn creates more torque.
This is accomplished by an integrated series of
gears or a gear box being attached to the main
motor rotor and shaft via a second reduction shaft.
The second shaft is then connected to the series of
gears or gearbox to create what is known as a series
of reduction gears. Generally speaking, the longer
the train of reduction gears, the lower the output of
the end, or final, gear will be.
An excellent example of this principle would be an
electric time clock (the type that uses hour, minute
and second hands). The synchronous AC motor that
is used to power the time clock will usually spin the
rotor at around 1500 revolutions per minute.
However, a series of reduction gears is used to slow
the movement of the hands on the clock.
For example, while the rotor spins at about 1500
revolutions per minute, the reduction gears allow
the final secondhand gear to spin at only one
revolution per minute. This is what allows the
secondhand to make one complete revolution per
minute on the face of the clock.
Working of the DC Geared Motor
The DC motor works over a fair range of voltage.
The higher the input voltage more is the RPM
(rotations per minute) of the motor. For example, if
the motor works in the range of 6-12V, it will have
the least RPM at 6V and maximum at 12 V.

versa. The comparison of angular velocity between
input gear (the one that transfers energy) to output
gear gives the gear ratio. When multiple gears are
connected together, conservation of energy is also
followed. The direction in which the other gear
rotates is always the opposite of the gear adjacent
to it.
In any DC motor, RPM and torque are inversely
proportional. Hence the gear having more torque
will provide a lesser RPM and converse. In a
geared DC motor, the concept of pulse width
modulation is applied. The equations detailing the
working and torque transfer of gears are shown
below:

In a geared DC motor, the gear connecting the
motor and the gear head is quite small, hence it
transfers more speed to the larger teeth part of the
gear head and makes it rotate. The larger part of the
gear further turns the smaller duplex part. The
small duplex part receives the torque but not the
speed from its predecessor which it transfers to
larger part of other gear and so on. The third gear‘s
duplex part has more teeth than others and hence it
transfers more torque to the gear that is connected
to the shaft.
In this project, three Geared motors has been used
and for each motor two relays are been used for the
switching and driving action. Geared motors are
preferred since it provides high torque with less
speed because of the difference in the gear ratios.
This helps in the movement of the leg since the
motor runs autonomously controlling the motion of
the leg indirectly.

In terms of voltage, we can put the equation as:
RPM= K1 * V
K.

where,
K1= induced voltage constant
V=voltage applied
The working of the gears is very interesting to
know. It can be explained by the principle of
conservation of angular momentum. The gear
having smaller radius will cover more RPM than
the one with larger radius. However, the larger gear
will give more torque to the smaller gear than vice

ARDUINO

normal C, such as, fixed-point arithmetic, named
address spaces, and basic I/O hardware addressing.
Embedded C use most of the syntax and semantics
of standard C, e.g., main() function, variable
definition, data type declaration, conditional
statements (if, switch. case), loops (while, for),
functions, arrays and strings, structures and union,
bit operations, macros, unions, etc.
Advantages of Embedded C

ARDUINO used for
Physical Computing projects / research
Interactive Installations
Rapid prototyping
When you wish to move beyond the
traditional Mouse, Keyboard and Monitor
to develop novel and custom interactions
in your project work.
Features of the Arduino UNO:
•
•
•
•














Microcontroller: ATmega328
Operating Voltage: 5V
Input Voltage (recommended): 7-12V
Input Voltage (limits): 6-20V
Digital I/O Pins: 14 (of which 6 provide
PWM output)
Analog Input Pins: 6
DC Current per I/O Pin: 40 mA
DC Current for 3.3V Pin: 50 mA
Flash Memory: 32 KB of which 0.5 KB
used by bootloader
SRAM: 2 KB (ATmega328)
EEPROM: 1 KB (ATmega328)
Clock Speed: 16 MHz

V. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
Introduction to Embedded C
Embedded C is a set of language extensions for the
C programming language by the c standards
committee to address commonality issues that exist
between C extensions for different embedded
system. Historically, embedded C programming
requires nonstandard extensions to the C language
in order to support exotic features such as fixedpoint arithmetic, multiple distinct memory banks,
and basic I/O operations.
In 2008, the C Standards Committee extended the
C language to address these issues by providing a
common standard for all implementations to adhere
to. It includes a number of features not available in












It is small and reasonably simpler to learn,
understand, program and debug.
Compared to assembly language, C Code
written is more reliable and scalable, more
portable between different platforms.
C Compilers are available for almost all
embedded devices in use today, and there
is a large pool of experienced C
programmers.
Unlike assembly, C has advantage of
processor-independence and is not specific
to
any
particular
microprocessor/
microcontroller or any system. This makes
it convenient for a user to develop
programs that can run on most of the
systems.
As C combines functionality of assembly
language and features of high level
languages, C is treated as a ‗middle-level
computer language‘ or ‗high level
assembly language‘
It is fairly efficient
It supports access to I/O and provides ease
of management of large embedded
projects.
Java also used in many embedded systems
but Java programs require Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), which consume lot of

resources. Hence it is not used for smaller
embedded devices.

VI.FLOW CHART

Experimental setup

Fig10: Mechanical setup
To take physiotherapy auto mode or manual mode
can be considered. The motor flow is as shown in
the flow chart. If auto key A1 or K1 or T1is
satisfied then it goes to auto mode operation
otherwise it goes to the manual mode of operation.
After its operation it goes back to initial stage.

The above figure shows the mechanical set up.
There are 3 movable strips corresponding to the 3
joints of the leg starting from hip till the foot
region. Three motors are connected to each joint of
the strips. One at the hip region, another at the knee
region and the other one is at the ankle region.
All the motors are geared motors. The first motor is
of 10kg torque capability. Other two are smaller 3
kg torque motors. All the motors are dc motors
with built in gears. Each motor runs at 10RPM at
12V.
Motor driving circuit includes relays for moving
motor in both the direction. Limit switches are
provided to stop motor at extreme positions. Also
additionally mechanical joints are designed to hard
stop the movement at the extreme positions which
otherwise can cause harm to the patient.
To operate the device 3 pair of switches. Each
switch in a pair will generate Counter clock
(CCK)or anti clock movement (ACK). In addition
pre programmed movement sequence can be
selected for the movement based on the capability
and liking of the patient.

The individual three motors operation can be seen
in the above flow chart. In this auto mode operation
A1 key is satisfied M1 will be in the ON condition
after some delay M1will be in the OFF condition,
otherwise it goes to operation of K1 key. If K1 key
is satisfied then M2 will be in the ON condition
after some delay M2 will be in the OFF condition ,
otherwise it goes to operation of T1 key. If T1 key
is satisfied then M3 will be in the ON condition
after some delay M3 will be in OFF condition,
otherwise it goes back to the initial state.
VII. RESULT

Advantages
The advantage of the project is self explanatory. It
helps in the movement of paralyzed patient
individually from one place to the other.


Aids patient in rehabilitation process by
helping them carry out physiotherapy.



Patients will be able to move around
independently once they learn the
maneuvering using Switches.



The device is of low cost compare to the
devices available in the hospital.



The device can be used in the home
instead of going to the hospital to take
physiotherapy.



By continuous use of this device, it will
regains the patient motion.
CONCLUSION

Due to the high cost of existing rehabilitation
options, 85% of the paralysis patients in China are
not able to get treatment for their conditions. The
project group was faced with an important task to
give these patients a relatively inexpensive, yet
affective, alternative to help them with their
recoveries.
By designing a four-bar linkage system that
allowed the thigh to follow a precisely calculated
knee trajectory curve, the authors were able to
match the motion of a human thigh while walking.
This coupled with a knee mechanism that
incorporated a compound gear train and a step
motor that was run by a computer program that
allowed the shin to move in a precise curve that
represented the actual lower leg motion of a
human, allowed the authors to create a very precise
mechanism that will help a patient regain their leg
motion.
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